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Power in the landscape: Regenerating the Scottish Highlands after WWII
After World War Two, the Scottish Highlands was widely described as a ‘semi-derelict region’, a land in a ‘coma’ from which it might never recover. Although some of this torpor was the result of the War, the illness was much more long term—depopulation, absentee landlords, and lack of economic investment had maintained this region as an artificial wilderness for well over a century, the results of traumatic and repeated assaults on Highland culture first during the Hanoverian pacification after the Jacobite rebellions and second due to the Clearances of ‘uneconomic’ crofting tenants through the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century the region simply dwindled, losing voice and memory through re-education and through continued emigration. But in the decade after 1946 the impetus of post-war reconstruction did appear to offer the promise of cultural and economic regeneration, notably and most ambitiously in the Hydro-electric schemes proposed right across the region. These schemes had been attempted before, but had been opposed by various strange conglomerations of wealthy landed privilege and Lowland-industrial socialist trade union agitation. The post-War Labour government, however, offered real investment and regional planning as ‘help for the Highlands’. The enormous hydro-electric construction projects of the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board (NOSHEB), would, it was hoped, provide not only employment, but also, through electrification, would connect up remote, impoverished glens and crofts with the modern world. This paper, with focus on the cultural significance of the favoured architectural style for hydro projects such as Cruachan and Glen Affric schemes in the Scots nationalist style of modernist ‘Traditionalism’, will consider the elegiac monumental versions of ‘Celtic’ culture being debated in the Highland region in the period of post-War reconstruction, and the re-articulations of longstanding conflict.

[SLIDE Title] This paper is about the construction and reception of some very new post-war structures, the hydro power schemes in the Scottish Highlands, as ‘sites of memory’ (Nora 1996); places of national and regional identity, a focus for how various cultural communities imagined themselves. We see these hydro projects of post-war reconstruction as both a site for recognition of past troubles, but also as the focus for selective oblivion, of repression or forgetfulness. Although the immediate impetus for the hydro schemes was the end of the 1939-45 war just past—and as we will see, hydro schemes have very often been associated with moments of war or catastrophe—in fact, the most looming unresolved conflict still present to the minds of most commentators was the more long drawn out collapse of ‘Celtic’ or ‘Gaelic’ culture in the north and west of Scotland. 

[SLIDE—crofters commission screen grab] First, I explain why the Highlands was described as ‘land in a coma’ after World War Two. The region had been in a state of longstanding decline—depopulation, absentee landlords, and lack of economic investment had maintained this region as an artificial wilderness for well over a century, the results of traumatic and repeated assaults on Highland culture first during the Hanoverian pacification after the Jacobite rebellions and second due to the Clearances of ‘uneconomic’ crofting tenants through the nineteenth century. There had been some efforts to defend crofters in their unequal relationship with landowners [1884 Crofters’ Act granted security of tenure/ encouraged larger viable holdings] but the reality was that there were many small unprofitable units maintained by demoralised, isolated crofting families who depended on welfare payments to keep afloat (Harvie 1977: 178). Overall in the twentieth century Scotland’s economy was weak ‘an annexe, half-industrial, half-sporting, of English civilisation’  [George Malcolm Thomson Caledonia, or the Future of the Scots 1926 quoted in Harvie 1977: 113 cite also Lorimer 2000: 403-31] and the Highland region simply dwindled. Gaelic speaking communities lost voice and memory through the general official use of English as the language of education, work and commerce, while population fell through continued emigration. After World War Two, the Scottish Highlands was widely described as a ‘semi-derelict region’ (in an official pamphlet The rebirth of the Scottish Highlands Kirby 1946), a land in a ‘coma’ (in the Highland herald 1947) from which it might never recover. 

Admittedly some of this torpor was the result of the War, with a loss of young native populations to military or industrial war service outside the region, and the closing off of large areas north of the Caledonian Canal as militarised zone, many areas were prohibited. But there had been an influx of outsiders; POW camps and military training grounds, DP camps, lumberjack units, etc. (Burnett 2010: 45; Fowler 2002). There was a potential for many of these newcomers to stay, but this raised conflict with ideas of a narrowly and closed version of ‘gaelic’ regionalism.

[SLIDE The Modern Scot] In relation to cultural politics I must also describe some new notions of Scottish identity explored in the 1920s and 1930s that fused avant garde modernism in the arts with nationalist agitation in Scotland. Scotland’s current trajectory to devolution, possible independence and of course our impending referendum actually mask some of the strangeness and indeed perversity of Scottish varieties of nationalism developed after the Union of Crowns of 1707. In the nineteenth century for example we see a vigorous defence of a fairly kitschy tartan-wearing Scottish identity (cite Morrison, Harvie, etc) that was completely reconciled to ‘unionism’ the acceptance of Great Britain (and indeed the benefits of Empire) as the unit of government. The avant-garde political agitation for Scottish independence in the 1930s was completely new in tone, combining left-wing, progressive international modernism with nationalism [e.g. in The Modern Scot ‘The Organ of the Scottish Renaissance’ 1930-1936]. Rejecting the ‘Little-Scotlanders’ obsessed with the ‘lochs and the bens and the old cottages’ [Normand 46] the new nationalists addressed such modern expressions of culture as cinema, modern architecture, and city life. Tom Normand has recounted how the poet Hugh MacDiarmid (writing as C.M. Grieve in The Scottish Educational Journal 20 November 1925, p. 1253 ‘Contemporary Scottish Studies: William and Agnes McCance’) aggressively promoted a constructivist-style ‘machine aesthetic’ rooted in engineering prowess a vision of the artist-engineer. [ ‘So far there has been too great a cleavage between Engineering and Art. Actually what has taken place in Scotland up to the present is that our best constructive minds have taken up engineering and only sentimentalists have practised art. We are largely (and the world has assessed us rightly) a nation of engineers. Let us realise that a man may still be an engineer and yet concerned with a picture conceived purely as a kind of engine with a different kind of functional power’]. In the mainstream culture also we see a streamlined and functionalist modernism in 1930s architectures of leisure and pleasure for department stores, cinemas and exhibitions [Empire Exhibition in Glasgow in 1938 (McKean 1987: 6-7)]. We also see the same type of avant-garde functional engineered forms of modernism [SLIDES x2 Tongland] in the designs for the Galloway hydro electric stations of 1931-36 in the Scottish Borders (McKean 1987: 6-7; Robertson 2014), in contrast to the style later developed for the post war Highland projects.

Re-articulations of longstanding conflict
[SLIDE Highland herald headlines]I now move to consider local politics of the Highlands immediately following World War Two, at this local immediate level we see conflicting perceptions of what was important in the reconstruction of the area. Opinions here are disorganised, non-specialist. The most urgent problem was depopulation and employment opportunities. Many skilled young people were emigrating to former colonies Australia, Canada, South Africa.

Highland Herald 12 June 1947 (second ever issue) ‘Plan to stay depopulation’. Emigration: Highland herald14 August 1947 Editorial Australia seeking skilled immigrants, preference for Scots as engineers, technicians, nurses P. 2. 
Highland herald 8 January 1948, Emigration to Canada and South Africa, p. 2. 

There was potential for newcomers to come in to the area as a result, but this conflicted with narrow ‘gaelic’ nationalism. DPs (Displaced persons—refugees) were one focus for debate. 

Highland herald 26 June 1947 ‘Scheme to repopulate the glens’ import displaced persons repopulate Glen Affric, p. 3 
Highland Herald 12 June 1947 ‘Domestic servant shortage: few DPs available’ shortage of domestic servants on Invernesshire farms, p. 3
Highland herald 3 July 1947 ‘Populating of Highland Villages:should DPs be brought in?’  The writer defends displaced persons P. 1 

Often very bigoted attacks on incomers, ‘the scum of the industrial midlands of England and Scotland’ (Inauthentic in other words). One meeting of crofters about local attempts to revive the area with new crofters statement, didn’t want any ‘undesirables from the Gorbals or Galashiels to say they have as much right to the common grazing as I have’ (quoted in Burnett 2010: 58). 

Who could speak and was act in the region? Beyond local debate, we also hear more centralised powerful voices.  Hydro schemes were a vast investment reflecting central planning and bureaucratic power. Landowners and wealthy summer visitors—for hunting or more artistic pursuits also had a voice (cite guns writer Lorimer). Christopher Harvie and Scottish nationalism: After the Union of Crowns 1707, politics of ‘semi-independence’ were patrician—concerned with consultation and control. the notion of ‘internal colonisation’ proposed by the sociologist Michael Hechter Internal colonialism: the Celtic fringe in British national development, 1536-1966 (1975) [Harvie 1977: 72-73]. 

Celtic culture
[SLIDE Celtic knotwork] I already noted a progressive international version of Scots nationalism in the 1930s, embracing the machine aesthetic. But equally, at the same time, many of these moderns also cultivated a form of Celtic Revivalism in support of independence agitation. The idea of Celtic art was used in the post war period as 1) a style to consolidate and support a Highland culture in a time of economic depression, 2) as an element in a broader ‘Celtic Front’ consisting the Celtic fringes of Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Brittany, all outlying depressed areas suffering by economic comparison to the capitalist, industrial and modernising core of England and Lowland Scotland. Cite also Mackechnie, and Enterprise: traditional industries versus new enterprises: George Bain was an art teacher in schools and evening classes promoting Celtic Art specifically this so-called ‘knotwork’ as a national style first in pamphlets then in book Celtic Art: the methods of construction 1949 [Normand 157-159].
Celtic art: Because George Bain had established a Celtic art centre at Drumnadrochit, his version of Celtic art featured frequently in the Highland herald, as a spur to local craft 

Highland herald 12 June 1947 Drumnadrochit p. 2, and aim of establishing centres throughout the highlands to produce Celtic artefacts. Another story next week proposed development of the deserted peninsula of Knoydart for small holders editorial suggested one of George Bain’s Celtic art centres would help here too, 19 June 1947 , p. 2 mentioned again on 10 July p. 2
Highland herald 21 August 1947 proposed highland exhibition suggested exhibits were for the Forestry Commission, the Hydro Board, whisky, tweed and Celtic art by George Bain, p. 1.

Celtic knotwork did not of course refer to the contemporary and angry realities of recent Highland history of the 18th and 19th century. Instead it evoked an ancient and virtuous world defending Christianity and learning in the dark ages. Celtic knotwork is beyond even rose-tinted nostalgia for Highland tartan, it is slightly ludicrous attempt to make that leap back into an extremely distant past time analogous to the cult of Roman virtue at the time of the French revolution.

[The very distant past evoked by Celtic knotwork was severed from almost every aspect of life offered by what Assman calls the realm of ‘communicative memory’ going back let us say to the era of the Clearances from the 1840s. Also separated from the realities of the era of the collapse of self-contained Gaelic culture in the late eighteenth century just before the Clearances; an unedifying catalogue of the adoption of ‘consumer values by different ranks of society; rapacious and rack-renting behaviour of landowners as ‘clan chiefs’ to fuel their slide into polite culture, of visiting Edinburgh or London for the season, purchasing new consumer goods such as Wedgwood services, of military service, or public school education. And amongst impoverished Highlanders the almost obsessive desire for and consumption of mood altering drugs; whisky and tobacco products such as snuff and pipe tobacco, the latter gained from incomers Rackwitz. Cite and describe Mackechnie here also.]

Many of these myths fed into official policies, so despite concerns about depopulation, the Highlands were treated as a ‘cultural museum’ (Burnett 2010: 36), ‘traditional occupations’ were given priority. 

This was also due to lobbying power of Gaelic movements in urban diaspora, maintaining the image of the true highlander as a Gael and a crofter. The static and seemingly ‘untouched’ landscape came to be one of the major icons of the true Highland identity. In addition, other powerful lobbies of landowners were defending the ‘wilderness’ of their sporting estates, their shooting and fishing businesses (cite Lorimer Guns article).

[See campaigns for example for the Crofters’ (Scotland) Act 1886, and cultural expression such as music, poetry, etc, much of this characterised by a ‘gnawing nostalgia’ for an imaginary past golden age (Burnett 2010: 40). The end result was to characterise the true highlander as a Gael and a crofter. ‘The past remained a prism through which the Gaels viewed the post-war developments in the Highlands and Islands’ (Burnett 2010: 58). The static and ‘untouched’ landscape also served as marker of identity, encouraging a kind of stasis: The Highland landscape itself was ‘Scotland’ cite Morrison ‘becoming the landscape’ considerable unseen lobbying by landowners and other influential taste makers (cite Lorimer Guns article)].

Hydro schemes and Cultural significance of the favoured architectural style—traditionalism [add a SLIDE with this text later on]
[SLIDE NOSHEB] So we have the economic initiative after WW2 of the NOSHEB hydro schemes; dams, worker camps, power stations were the main sign in the landscape of modernisation and investment. The hydro schemes in the Highlands were promoted by the left wing Labour government that was elected after the war. Opposition came from a very diverse conglomeration, not just wealthy landowners and rival energy businesses but also many left-wing agitators trade unionists who feared the centralising faceless technocracy inherent in the ‘networks of power’ of electrification. The Scottish Labour Party worked hard to stress the cultural benefits of electrification as modernisation [SLIDE text Scottish Labour Party Plan for Post-War Scotland (1941: 23) if the Highlander had ‘electric light, radio and a garage; had it been in reasonable reach of a cinema and a good dance band’ then he would not leave the region (quoted in Burnett 2010: 42)].

One huge inspiration for the hydro scheme as a regional reviver [SLIDE TVA] was of course the Tennessee Valley Authority—an ‘adventure in planning’ promoted here by Julian Huxley during the Second World War in Britain to encourage schemes such as NOSHEB. The TVA had deliberately included an entire infrastructure to encourage also electro chemical industry, scientific farming, related processing industries, cultural and educational community centres, tourist landscaping and leisure pursuits. This enormous investment was prompted by the man-made catastrophe of the Great Depression. In fact, hydro schemes and electrification projects have often been prompted by catastrophes such as war; we see this after World War One with the foundation of the National Grid and CEB in 1926, with the TVA in the 1930s, and of course with the new hydro schemes in the post-war reconstruction era after WW2. [SLIDE text The TVA’s hydro dams provided a central focus for visitors, with their combination of crafted landscapes of forest and roaring waters with the most austere and geometrical modern architecture and engineering, and hailed as part of a new and democratic aesthetic order: ‘the modern eye can appreciate more easily the beauty in machinery than it can in the fine arts’ (Huxley 1943; Robertson 2014)]

Unlike the TVA, in Highland Scotland the hydro schemes were just about the only economic and cultural edifices on the horizon: they had a monumental function, markers of an important moment. Did they function as a kind of war memorial? Here are some ideas coming out of British architecture about monumentality after the First and Second World Wars. [SLIDE cenotaph and heading] After World War One, the Imperial War Graves Commission had favoured ‘austere simplicity’ abstract architectural forms for everyman, the unknown soldiers ‘irrespective of creed or caste’ (Stamp, p. 10). In the inter-war period structures like dams were widely conceived as monuments or new works of art as in TVA. At the Marathon Dam for the city of Athens, we see a deliberate invocation through design of ancient Greek culture and modernity in the design for example.

 Architects also expanded their scope and scale—they began to design at the scale of the landscape rather than the individual building. [SLIDE camouflage] In part this was promoted by the need to conceal structures from bombers in war, but it also led to the new profession of landscape architect and new debates about monumentality in architecture immediately after World War Two [SLIDE architectural review], strongly infused by a modernist respect for the beauty of abstract functional structures and a stronger rapprochement between architects and engineers. [SLIDE cooling tower] In this period the heightened democratic and levelling spirit which was prolonged by the Post-War Labour government encouraged the idea of beneficial memorials, e.g the National Land Fund, intended for the recreational and cultural enjoyment of the people of Britain, established 1946

[Paulsson et al Architectural  Review ‘in search of a new monumentality’ one contributor, William Holford remarked on the insight offered by Paul Nash’s painting The Battle of Britain of the expressive power and the new importance of the aerial view: ‘from a great height we become conscious of geographic rather than architectural truths… Tennessee Valley and Greater London enter the range of the monument’ Paulsson et al 1948: 125) ]

[SLIDE Crowe] We see this alliance of architecture/ engineering/ landscape design  applied to the construction of abstract land-based monumental structures in Sylvia Crowe’s works as described in The landscape of power    

[SLIDE aerial view of power station]The Highland landscape was particularly charged with significance as a wild ‘natural’ region; after World War Two it was increasingly also considered as a common ‘amenity’ subject to public consultation during planning proposals. [SLIDE Crowe 2] Planners and the public were on guard against hydro power as ‘industrial encroachment on the countryside’ Lea 1968: 239). Several areas lost their designated status as areas of outstanding natural beauty (see the report by W.H. Murray Highland landscape 1962, cited in Lea 1968: 246). [SLIDES Crowe 3 and 4] These concerns are directly addressed in Crowe’s landscape consultancy work. Post war hydro schemes aimed to respect the landscape in various ways, with power stations (as in Glenmoriston) being sited underground, pipes buried or disguised by planting. [SLIDES Glenmoriston from start to underground bunker stage]

[SLIDE Fasnakyle north façade] But also, this also led to the embrace of so-called ‘Traditionalist’ styles of modern Scottish architecture. The traditionalist movement demanded a ‘deeper’ or more ‘sane’ modernism inspired by 16th and 17th century Scots architecture—see Reginald Fairlie’s National Library of Scotland for example [Glendinning 1997: 2]. As Miles Glendining notes,  ‘The climax of traditionalist movement was a bold series of power stations in the Highlands’. For example James Shearer characterised his design for Fasnakyle in opposition to Modernist excitement at the display of industrial power, instead he emphasized its concealment beneath the serenity of elevated landscape, hailing the “stillness of the place, over which only the clouds now move… no visitor walking in the quiet forecourt at Fasnakyle has any inkling he is crossing three eight-feet diameter pipes containing water with an explosive pressure of four hundred and fifty feet of head’ quoted on p. 7 Glendinning. [SLIDE celtic beasts] Hew Lorimer’s Celtic beasts, and use of locally quarried rubble for the stations (MacInnes et al 1997:103)

According to Christopher Harvie, the Hydro Board symbolised the relationship of government and the economy in the 1950s. Its purposes were vaguely nationalist and vaguely socialist, serving a myth of the Highland way of life … [Harvie 178].

[SLIDE Final] Where is memory located? In man-made structures such as buildings, places, and emblems, but also in designated natural forms, such as mountains and waters. Hydro schemes are monumental structures, markers of time and change, markers of public consensus, and they capture both stasis with vast immovable forms of dams and turbine houses, and also the endless passing of time, with the flow of the water and energy.

The problem of the Highlands as a ‘cultural museum’ came in part from the power of interested groups outside—and I include the vast numbers of emigrants in the Highland diaspora, not wanting to give up the old croft or read about any change (Burnett 2010: 55), and also summer tourists, often wealthy or influential as writers, artists, who in effect all wanted the region to be kept in ‘cold storage’—against the moment, if and when, they might return.

In the end, this topic (‘Hydro power and Regenerating the Scottish Highlands after WWII’), breaks into various different sites of memory—in terms of Assmann’s notions of communicative and cultural memories we can see at least four subdivisions at stake in this enquiry. First we see two localised groups attempting to hammer out their potential histories through disorganised, non-specialist, conflicted testimonies –local politics and communities in the Highland region, and second the architectural communities and networks of practice in Scotland, with their own highly developed internal cultures of debate and patronage. Looming above that, two other potential guardians of officially sanctioned cultural memory; first the British centralised state, and second, ‘Scotland’ as a nation—and whatever that might mean—in these interesting times.
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George Bain, celebrated as the ‘father of modern Celtic knotwork design’ College of Celtic Cultures Drumnadrochit

George Bain Collection Groam House, Fortrose

RCHAMS images from Canmore
Fasnakyle Power Station at http://canmore.rcahms.gov.uk/en/site/12237/digital_images/fasnakyle+power+station/?z=40
SC907728 Detail of carved panel on E facade depicting pictish beast, Fasnakyle Power Station, copyright RCAHMS (Royal Commision on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland).
SC1098820 Detail of carved panel on W facade depicting pictish beast, Fasnakyle Power Station, copyright RCAHMS (Royal Commision on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland).
SC1108724 view from North Fasnakyle Power Station, copyright RCAHMS (Royal Commision on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland).
DP025056 Mossford Power Station, Loch Luichart, copyright RCAHMS (Royal Commision on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland).
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